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K will always denote a commutative ring with 1, A a K algebra
with 1 which is finitely generated projective as a K module, and A*
will denote HomK(A, K). Let x19 ••• , xn in A and fx •- fn in 4^* be a
dual basis for A as a K module, then the trace map t given by t(x) =
Σifi(xXi) is an element of A* and the definition of t is independent of
the choice of dual basis. Auslander and Goldman (Prop A. 4 of [1])
proved: If A is a commutative faithful K algebra then A is separable
if and only if / generates A* as a right A module. Here we give the
structure of a finitely generated projective K algebra A (not necessarily
commutative) with the property that t generates A* as a right A
module. Prop A. 4 of [1] less the hypothesis that A be faithful is an
immediate corollary of our result and we thus give an alternate proof
of their result. The algebras are the same in the projective case as
those studied by T. Kanzaki [6]. As a consequence of our investiga-
tion we can give a simple characterization of the algebras he studied.
We are led naturally to a study of the descriminent and the ramification
theory of orders over domains in separable algebras over the quotient
field. Our results in this direction appear in Section 2.
1. As above, A denotes a finitely generated projective K algebra
with trace map /.
DEFINITION. A possesses a separable basis in case there is an
element / G ^ (A* = Homk(A, K)) and elements x19 •••, xn; yly •••, yn^A
so that
(a) Σ Λ Λ = 1
(b) Ί^ifixx^yi = x for all x<=A
(c) f{xy) = f(yx) for all *, y e A
One can easily check that t always satisfies (c) and that if A
possesses a separable basis, then / = t. We will let C denote the center
of A and [A, A] denote the C-submodule of A generated by {xy—yx\
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Theorem 1. The following statements are equivalent:
1. t generates A* as a right A module
2. A possesses a separable basis
3. A is a separable K algebra and A=C®[_A, A] as C modules
4. A is a separable K algebray Rankc(A) is defined and is a unit in
C.
Proof. (l->2) Let fi = t(—xt) and y{ be a dual basis for A as a K
module. We show H/xtyi = l. For every
Using the fact that t(xy) = t(yx) and that t( — xt), yt form a dual
basis one shows that Έ/iyixi = 'Σixiyi. Thus f[Xl~~?#*.?*)] = 0 for all
Using the dual basis property of /(—#,-), ^ again, we have 1 =
(2->3). Let [#*,.?*;*] form a separable basis and let ε<=A®
κ
A°
be given by ε = Ί,ixi®yi. For any x^A, ^ixxi®yi = Ί,iJt{xxixJ)yj®yi =
Έtjy^XjX. Thus by Prop. 7.7 of [3] A is separable over if. Define
τr
ε
eHom
c
(^4, A) by π2(x) = ΣgyiXXi. One can easily check (or see [5])
that ττ
ε
 is a projection with kernel [^ 4, <A]. Moreover, image (τr
ε
) = C in
case ΣiXi®yi = Σiyi®xi. By the computation immediately above this is
the case here so A=C®{_A> A] as C modules.
(3->4). We show Rank
c
(^4) is defined and a unit in C. Let t
c
 be
the trace from A to C whose existence is a consequence of Theorem
2.3 of [1]. It suffices to show t(ΐ) is a unit in C. Since the trace on
an algebra over a field is just the usual matrix of the matrices afforded
by the regular representation of the algebra, for each maximal ideal α
of C, the characteristic of C/a divides Rank
c/α (C/a®cA) if and only
if l<g)/
c
(l<g>l) = 0.
By Corollary 1.6 of [1], C/a®
c
A is a central separable over the
field C/a, Now if S is a central separable algebra over the field F, it
is not hard to show (see Lemma 2 of [6]) that l e [ S , S] if the charac-
teristic of F divides RankF(S). But by 3, A^C@\_Ay A] so C/a®cA=
C/αθ[C/α(g)
c
Λ C/a®
c
A]. Thus the characteristic of C/a does not
divide Rank
c/α(C/α®cA) so ίc(l) is a unit in C.
(4—>1). Let α be a maximal ideal in K containing the annihilator
of A in K. K/a®
κ
A is a separable algebra over the field K/a. By
Theorem 2.3 of [1] the center (K/a®χC)£ of a simple component of
K/a®
κ
A generated by the minimal central idempotent 8 is a separable
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field extension of K/a. The trace map is transitive so if t
c
 denotes
the trace from A to C and t
κ
 denotes the trace from C to K, then
t=t
κ
t
c
. By the Corollary at the top of page 96 of [7], there is an
element y<=(K/a®
κ
C) so that l®t
κ
(y)Φθ. Since the characteristic of
K/a is relatively prime to the rank of the simple components of K/a®
κ
A
over their centers, there is an element z<=(K/a®
κ
C)ε so that l®t
κ
(z)
=y. By simplicity of {K/a®
κ
A)£y for any b<=(K/a®κA)£ there is viy
Ui<=(K/a®
κ
A) so that y=Σivibyi. Thus l®t(Σiuivrb) = l®t(y)^O so the
map x->t( — x) from K/a®
κ
A to Hom
κ/a(K/a®Ay K/a) is a monomor-
phism. By a dimension argument, this map is an isomorphism, and
1®/ generates Ή.om
κ/a(K/a®κAy K/a) in case the maximal ideal a con-
tains the annihilator of A in K. If a maximal ideal a of K does not
contain the annihilator of A, then K/a®
κ
A* = 0. Thus for every
maximal ideal of K, K/a®
κ
A*/t(-A) = 0. A* is finitely generated as
a K module and thus A* is generated as a right A module by t. This
completes the proof of Theorem 1.
REMARK 1. The equivalence of (1) and (2) above in the special
case where A is a faithful commutative K algebra was proved in a
seminar at the University of Oregon by D. K. Harrison.
REMARK 2. The algebras discussed by T. Kanzaki in [6] reduce
to those in the finitely generated protective case. If S is a separable
K algebra, then using the ideas in the proof that 2->3 one can show
that S = Cθ£S, S] as C modules if and only if there is an idempotent
S ® ^ 0 SO that (l®x—Jt;<g)l)£=O for all x<=Sy Ί,xiyi = ly and
i = Ί<iyi®xi. This gives a simple characterization of the algebras
studied in [6].
2. The algebras discussed in Section 1 lend themselves to a
discussion of the classical descriminent. Henceforth, A will denote a
faithful finitely generated projective K algebra with trace map-/. If
xiy ••• , xn is a generating set for A as a K module we let [_t(XjXj)^\ be
the matrix whose t, j t h entry is
Lemma 2. There is a generating set x19 ••• , xn of A as a K module
so that def[t(XiXJy\ is a unit in K if and only if t generates A* as a
right A module and A is free as a K module.
Proof. (->) There exists x19 ••• , xn<=A so that άet{_t(xixJ)'] is a unit
in Ky thus the system
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has a unique solution y
u
 •••, y
n
^A. The elements /( — #,•), jy, form a
dual basis so the elements *( — #,•) generate A*. Moreover,
and using the dual basis property we have that [t{Xiyjy]2 = [t(Xiyj)"} and
U(χiyj)ΊLK%iXj)']=:[.Kχiχj)']' Thus [_t(xiyj)'] is an idempotent invertible
matrix so t(xiyj)=L *.*4 Thus j ^ , •••, xn are a free K basis for A
(<-) Let JΊ, ••• , :y
Λ
 be a free /f basis with {t( — xt)> jy, } a dual basis.
By (2) of Theorem 1, [f(*,Jv)] = /
Λ
.
 s i n c e
 [ ' ( ^ ^ I C ' C Λ ^ ^ W ^ ^ ) !
det[/(jy
ίtyy)] is a unit in K which proves the lemma.
Now let R be a commutative integral domain with quotient field
K, let A be a K algebra and assume / generates A* as a right A
module. Let Γ be an R order in A, projective over R. The descriminent
ideal Des(Γ/i?) is the ideal in R generated by the elements άet\^t(xixJ)']
as {#i, , x
n
} ranges over if basis for A in Γ. We let Γ* = Hom^Γ, R).
Theorem 3. Γ* is generated as a right Γ module by t if and only
if Des(Γ/R) = R.
Proof. Let Rp be the localization of R at the prime ideal p. It is
easy to see that tR generates Γ* if and only if tRp generates (RP®RΓ)
= KomRp(Rp®Rr, Rp) for all prime ideals p of R.
If tR generates Γ*, then l®tR = tRp generates {RP®RT)* and RP®RY
is a free Rp module. By Lemma 2 there is a basis x1} ••• , xn of A in
R?®RΓ SO that det[tRp(xiXj)'] is a unit in Rp. By multipling the x{ by
elements not in p, we obtain a basis x'ly ••• , ^ of Λ in Γ so that det
[*(*ί*ί)]$/° ann then Des(Γ//?) = /?.
Conversely, if Des(Γ/i?) = i? then for each prime ideal p oί R there
is a basis JΓ^ •••, Jt:M of A in Γ so that det[7(#,^)]$p. Then det [f(#<#y)]
is a unit in 7?p so by Lemma 2 /^p generates (RP®RT)^ and this proves
the theorem.
Assume now that R is an integrally closed domain in its quotient
field K and that Σ is a central separable K algebra. If Γ is a projec-
tive R order in Σ, the reduced trace on Γ provides a criterion that Γ
be separable. The reduced trace " t rd" is the trace map afforded by
a representation of K®KΣ as matrices over K, where K is the algebraic
closure of K. It turns out that " t rd" is a well defined element of
Hom/r(Σ, K) and that trd restricted to Γ maps Γ to R. (For an exposi-
tion of these facts we refer the reader to [2], pp 142-5.
Theorem 4. With Rf K, Σ, Γ as above; Γ is a separable R algebra
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if and only if trd restricted to Γ generates HomR(T, R) as a right Γ
module.
Proof. The results in [4] apply here so we adopt the notation of
[4] and begin by collecting some of the pertinent facts which appear
there. Let q: Σ-^Hom^Σ, K) by q(x) = trd(-x), q is an isomorphism.
LetC{T/R)={x^τ\tΐd{xΓ)^R} and D(Γ/R)= {x^τ\C{T/R)x^T}. D(Γ/
R) is called the Dedekind different. If σ\ Γ®
Λ
Γ
0
-»Γ by σ(x®y) = xy,
if / denotes ker σ, and if (0:/) denotes {u^Y®RY°\Ju = ϋ\ then is
separable over R and if and only if σ(0:J) = R (Prop 1 of [1]). Let
σ"(0:/)==iV(Γ//?), the homological or Noetherian different. Define η:
Γ®*Γ°-*Hom
Λ
(Γ, Γ) by v(x®y)[a] = xay. By [4], q : D(Γ/i?)->(0 :/) is
an isomorphism and ^ (O ^ ς H o m ^ Γ , R). Moreover q: C(Γ/K)->RomR
(Γ, R) is an isomorphism.
Now trd generates Hom^Γ, R) if and only if D(Γ/R) = Γ. Since
q: D(Γ/R)->v(0:J) is an isomorphism, D(Γ/R) = Γ if and only if ^(0:/)
= KomR(Γ9R) since C(Γ/R) = D(Γ/R) = Γ. By the discussion at the top
of page 370 of [1] we infer that v(0 :J) = HomR(Γ, R) if and only if
σ(0:J) = R and this chain of implications proves the result.
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